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Part 1: Terms  
Write definitions for all terms. If necessary you may use outside resources, including Wikipedia.   

Asian sea trading network caravels Goa Ormuz 

Malacca Batavia Dutch Trading empire Treaty of Gijanti (1757) 

Luzon Mindanao “tribute regimes” Francis Xavier 

Robert Di Nobli Hongwu (Zhu Yuanzhang) “gentry class” Macao and Canton 

The Water Margin, Monkey 
and The Golden Lotus 

Zhenghe 
Matteo Ricci and Adam 

Schall 
Chongzhen 

Manchus (Jurchens) Qing Dynasty Nobunaga Toyotomi Hideyoshi 

Tokugawa Ieyasu Edo Deshima School of National Learning 

  
Part 2: Questions 
Choose THREE of the short essay questions to answer. Make sure you indicate which essay you are answering. Essays 
must be at least 2 paragraphs long. If necessary, feel free to use outside resources to help, just provide a citation as to 
where you got the information. 
 

1. Describe the three zones of the Asian sea trading network. Who were the players? 
 

2. What did the Portuguese discover when they arrived at 
Calicut and how did they respond? 

 
3. How were the Dutch able to displace the Portuguese and how 

did their participation in the Asian trading network differ from 
the Portuguese? 

 
4. Where did the Europeans establish tribute systems and why? 

 
5. How successful were European Christian missionary efforts 

(China and Japan)by the early 1660s? Why do they succeed or 
not? 

 
6. How did the Ming restore the traditional Chinese forms of 

government? How did the Ming manage to control the 
scholar-Gentry class? 

 
7. Why did the Ming collapse (and was replaced by the Manchus 

eventually)? 
 

8. Why did the Chinese withdraw from commercial expansion? 
 

9. What (describe in detail) steps led to the restoration of the 
Japanese shogunate? 

 

10. Why did the Japanese resort to isolation as a response to 
European expansion? What were the results of this isolation? 


